Join the Center for Cyber Strategy and Policy at the University of Cincinnati as we host a workshop for graduate students, recent PhD graduates, Post Docs, and early career professional researchers. Develop your network, learn from the experts, and contribute to the development and advancement of strategies informed by Cyber Persistence Theory.
LEADING CYBER PERSISTENCE THEORISTS

Examine Cyber Persistence Theory with its core theorists.

CALL FOR PRESENTATIONS

Interact with US government practitioners on the implementation of Persistent Engagement Doctrine, hear firsthand what USCYBERCOM priorities are, and how operators view threats and opportunities in the cyber domain.

US GOVERNMENT PRACTITIONERS

Graduate students and young scholars are invited to present dissertation proposals, research designs, or full papers. Successful applicants will receive a $250 stipend in addition to detailed written feedback.

REGISTRATION AND FURTHER INFORMATION ABOUT THE SUBMISSION PROCESS FOR PAPERS CAN BE FOUND ON OUR WEBSITE:
WWW.ARTSCI.UC.EDU/DEPARTMENTS/POLISCI/POLISCI-CYBER-STRATEGY-HTML

CYBERSTRATEGY@UC.EDU